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CAPACITOR ENERGY NEEDED TO INDUCE TRANSITIONS FROM 

THE SUPERCONDUCTING TO THE NORMAL STATE 1 

1 Introduction 

Philippe H. Eberhard 

and 

Ronald R: Ross 

The purpose of this paper is to describe 8. technique to turn a long length of 

. superconducting wire normal by dumping a charged capacitor into it and justify 

some formulae needed in the design. The physical phenomenon is described. A 

formula for the energy to be stored in the capacitor is given. 

There are circumstances where the DC current in an electrical circuit contain

ing superconducting elements has to be turned off quickly and where the most 

convenient way to switch the current off is to turn a large portion or all of the 

superconducting wire normal. Such was the case of the Time Projection Chamber 

(TPC ) superconducting magnet as soon as a quench was detected. The technique 

used was the discharge of a capacitor into the coil center tap as shown on Fig. 1 

[1]. It turned the magnet winding normal in ten milliseconds or so and provided 

an adequate quench protection .. The technique of discharging a capacitor into a 

superconducting wire should have many other applications whenever. a substantial 

resistance in a superconducting circuit has to be generated in that kind of time 

scale. 

The process involves generating a pulse of large currents in some part of the 

circuit and heating the wire up by AC losses until the value of the wire critical 

current is smaller than the DC current. Use of low inductance connections to the 

circuit is necessary. Then the DC current gets turned off due to the resistance of 

the wire as in a magnet quench. 

1This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy undez: Contract No. DE-AC03-

76SF00098. 
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The calculations will be performed in detail for one possible application of the 

technique. Hints will be given as to how to extend the results to other cases. When

ever calculations become too complicated to be performed exactly, an approxima

tion will be made in the direction of conservatism, i.e. such that the capacitor 

energy. therefore its voltage is overestimated rather than underestimated. Future 

refinements in the calculations to make the capacitor voltage less overestimated are 

conceivable. 

2 The different energies involved 

The mechanism consists of raising the wire temperature 9w from the ambient 

value 9o to a value where, after the pulse, the DC current IDe keeps the wire in a 

state of quench. The temperature reached should be above a critical temperature 

He that makes the critical current Ic(9c) less than IDe· Part of the energy stored 

in the capacitor of capacitance Ccap initially charged to voltage Vcapo is used to 

increase the total wire enthalpy from the initial value H(9o) to the value H(9c)· 

~H(aw) = H(9w)- H(eo) (1) 

(2) 

In addition, heat will be communicated to the surrounding insulator, a phe

nomenon that is more. important if the duration ~t of heat deposition is long. 

Furthermore, the pulsed currents from the capaCitor generate magnetic fields, the 

energy of which may end up after the pulse partly as frozen magnetic energies due 

to frozen currents in the superconductor, partly as electrostatic energy in the ca

pacitor charged backwards, and partly as thermal energy deposited too slowly to 

be effective, The magnetic energies exist at all rates of heat deposition because of 

the superconducting currents but are more important at high rates of heat deposi

tion because additional non negligible currents will be generated in the wire matrix 

material. All these energies have to be supplied by the capacitor and be included 

in the calculation of the capacitor's initial energy. Defining ~Hin• as the thermal 

energy deposited in the insulator and W mag the magnetic energy, we should have 
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(3) 

In Section 6, it is shown that the wire temperature, the magnetic energy due to 

superconducting currents and the current at any one time are bound by equations 

that do not depend on the preceding shape and duration of the current pulse. If 

currents were limited to superconducting currents'and heat was ending up only in the 

wire, we could write relationships between the current, the magnetic energy, the wire 

enthalpy and, because_ of energy conservation, the energy on the capacitor. These 

relationships would not be dependent on the shape and duration of the current 

pulse, only on the final value of the current or the final value of the capacitor 

voltage. For the sake of simplicity, we will make conservative approximations for 

the heat communicated to the insulator- in the time .6-t to make it behave just like 

an increase in wire enthalpy. Currents in the matrix material during the time .6-t 

will also be approximated conservatively in order to get equations similar to these 

energy relationships we would have had with the superconductor only. 

Finally a compromise has to be found for the pulse duration .6-t which should 

be small enough to keep .6-Hin• reasonable· but also large enough to prevent the 

magnetic energy W mag and the voltages inflicted on the magnet from becoming 

prohibitive. We will give formulae to estimate .6.Hin1 and W mag as functions of .6-t. 

To find a suitable compromise, different computations can be performed for different 

values of .6-t till the most practical value, engineering wise, is found. 

For any value .6-t of the pulse duration, one should minimize W mag and the 

voltages by minimizing the inductance Leap of the circuit at the points where the 

capacitor current will be fed. In the next section, we describe ways to make Leap 

much smaller than the inductance LDc of the circuit seen by the DC current (by 

about three orders of magnitude in the case of the TPC magnet). Then, we can 

determine the value Ceap of the capacitor capacitance so that the maximum of the 

current pulse occurs at the time .6-t. Assuming the circuit to be essentially inductive 

most of the time 

(4) 
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This condition corresponds to the hypothesis that we want the temperature 9c 

reached by the time the current pulse is maximum. 

3 Minimizing the inductance Leap 

Even if the superconducting circuit has a large inductance LDc for the DC 

currents supplied by the DC power supply, most of the circuit can presumably be 

built in two halves in close coupling k to one another. Then the capacitor can be 

connected as on Fig. 1, between the junction of the two halves and both connections 

to the power supply. Let L1 and L2 be the inductances of either half and M their 

mutual inductance. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that L1 and L2 have 

about the same value. 

(5) 

Leap= L1L2- M
2 ~ L1 (1 _ k) ~ LDc(1- k) 

L1 + L2 + 2M 4 · 16 · 
(6) 

LDc can be large and Leap can be small if the coupling 

(7) 

is close enough to 1. This phenomenon is related to the fact that, on one hand, 

the current from the power supply runs in such directions in the two halves of the 

circuit that the overall magnetic flux is reinforced while, on the other hand, the 

currents from the capacitor run in such directions that their contribution in each 

half almost cancel each ~ther in the generation of the magnetic fluxes (see directions 

of the arrows on Fig. 1). In the TPC magnet, the power supply was connected to a 

solenoidal coil made of two layers in close coupling and the capacitor was connected 

as shown in Fig. 1 between the junction of the two layersand the power supply 

connections. The coil self inductance LDc was 4.5 H but the circuit self inductance 

Leap seen by the capacitor was less than 10 mH .. 

In principle, any magnet can be built in such a way that it can be connected as 

in Fig. 1. Use two insulated wires and wind them side by side wherever the current 

density is needed. Each of these wires is a half circuit with close coupling to the 
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other._ If the two halves are connected as in Fig. 1 with the proper polarities, the 

DC current will run parallel in the two wires, while the capacitor currents will run 

in opposite directions. 

There are cases ·where a circuit contains a large inductance that can not be 

conveniently built in two halves in close inductive coupling. Then one may w~nt 

to use a superconducting switch as shown on Fig. 2 instead. The switch can be a 

long length of superconducting wire woundup on a coil form in a non-inductive way 

inserted in the circuit. Then the inductance of the switch as fed by the current from 

the power supply and the one for the current from the capacitor are the same and 

small. Let L1 and L2 be the self inductance of each one of the two layers, M the 

mutual inductance between them and k the coupling coefficient as defined by Eq. 

(7). We will assume L1 and L2 to be about the same and the irreducible inductance 

of the rest of the circuit to be large in comparison to the switch inductance. The 

self inductance Leap of the circuit for the current pulse from the capacitor is the 

same as the inductance of the switch. 

(8) 

If the supercondu:cting circuit runs with a persistent superconducting switch 

instead of a power supply, the same ideas and calculations apply as for the case of 

a power supply. In Figs. 1 and 2, the power supply has to be replaced by a short in 

the cryostat and the two diodes on Fig. 1 can be omitted. 

The application we will consider here as an example is the case of a super

conducting switch connected as on Fig. 2. The switch is made of two layers of 

rectangular wire wound in opposite direction on a coil form (Fig. 3) as a means of 

minimizing the induCtance Leap of the two layers in series. Let R be the radius of 

the winding, a the wire thickness in the radial direction, ains the thickness of the 

insulator between the two layers, l the length of the coil in the axial direction, n 

the total number of turns in the two layers (i.e., twice the number of turns in each 

layer). We will neglect the volume of insulating material between the turns. We 

define Leap as the inductance one would measure at room temperature 

(9) 
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4 The heat communicated to the insulator 

The amount 6.Hins of heat communicated to the insulator is difficult to compute 

exactly but it is important to have an estimate ofit because it is a motivatio~ to 

keep 6.t ~mall. We will give a relatively simple expression for 6.Hin• but, to stay on 

the safe side, it will correspond to a substantially overestimate of the real value. 

Our basic assumptions are that the temperature a is uniform inside of the wire 

and equal to a value aw. In the insulator, as a function of the distance y from the 

wire, a drops off toward the value 9o that was the temperature everywhere before 

the current pulse and which we call the ambient temperature. Defining lin•• Gin• 

and kins as the insulator density, specific heat and heat conductivity, respectively, 

temperature a in the insulator satisfies the equation 

aa a aa 
lin,Cin• at = ay (kin• ay) (10) 

which is hard to solve exactly because Cin• and kin• depend ori the temperature a. 
However, simplifications can be obtained if one is willing to live with an overestimate 

for 6.Hins instead of a real value. Let's define the functions of a 

(11) 

(12) 

The total heat conducted away from the wire to the insulator is 

(13) 

The distribution of hins is given if the distribution of a is given, therefore if the 

one of fins is given. The quantity /ins obeys the equation 

a fins 

at 
kin1 a2fins 

linsCins · ay2 (14) 

Instead of the real Gins in the above equation, we will use an increased value 

so that fins satisfies a diffusion equation with a constant diffusion coefficient D. 
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Intuitively, it can be seen that increasing Cina is equivalent to introducing a sink of 

heat, therefore, it will only make us overestimate l:l.Hina, not underestimate it. 

D. . . I kina I e e e . = manamum o or o < M < c 
"/inaCina 

(15) 

(16) 

In our approximation 

(17) 

We will make an additional assumption. When the wire temperature has reached 

the value E>w, we assume that the heat communicated to the insulator is the same 

as if the wire temperature was suddenly raised from E>o . to E>w and kept there for 

the whole length of time l:l.t. Intuitively, it is easily seen that this hypothesis will 

make us overestimate l:l.Hins even more. Then, the diffusion equation for fins can 

be solved. Its distribution in y is 

{2/oo · 2 

fins= lins,oy; · e-Tdu 
.,/2~At 

(18) 

where hns,o is the value of /ina for the.temperature of the wire E>w. Integrating the 

above expression of l::J..Hins by parts, we get 

l:l.Hins(E>w) 8~lfy(- 8~i;•)dy= 

- 1611" Rt.Jfi /ins,O = 16Rt.Jii I:ow kinsd9 
(19) 

The depth at which the heat penetrates into the insulator can be obtained from the 

spatial distribution of /ins. It is typically 

I YfinsdY V11" Dl:l.t 
< y>=· . = ---I finsdY 2 . 

(20) 

The above calculation makes sense only if the insulator around the wire is uni-

form to a much larger depth than the mean depth < y > computed here. Otherwise 

corrections should be applied. 

The above calculation gives l:l.Hins as a function of E>w. If a less elaborate 

estima~e is wanted, one can calculate l:l.Hins for E>w = E>c ·and approximate l:l.Hins 

for lower values of E>w using the ratio rins,c 
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~H(9w) = H(9w)- H(ao) (21) 

~Hins(9w = 9c) 
rins c = ( ) 

. . I . ~Hew= 9c 
. (22) 

The approximation consists of assuming 

(23) 

In this approximation, the heat communicated to the insulator acts like an increase 

of the material of the wire in the ratio 1 + rins,c. 

5 The magnetic field and the heat deposition 

The DC current is assumed to be. spread uniformly over the cross section Aw of 

the wire, as a result of the twist of the filament and the very long time for which the. 

DC current Inc is assumed to have been on. The DC current density Jnc satisfies 

(24) 

Let us consider the phenomena happening during the rise of the current pulse. 

Unlike the DC current in our example (Fig. 2), the pulse of current from the 

capacitor is affected by a strong skin effect. The pulse of current, ~I, is superposed 

to the DC current Inc and, like the DC current in our example (Fig. 2), it flows 

in one direction in one layer and in th~ other direction, in the other layer. A 

significant change ~Bins in magnetic field is generated in the insulator between the 

layers.· There is also some change ~B in magnetic field inside of the wire up to some 

penetration depth p on either layer. Since the change in the magnetic field requires 

the presence of electric field, the current density J DC+ ~J in the penetration depth 

is equal to the sum of the critical current density Jc at the temperature of the wire 

at that time and the resistive current in the normal component~ (i.e. matrix + 

superconductor turned normal). Therefore, 

(25) 
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The spatial dependence of fiB as a function ofthe radius r can be derived from 

Maxwell's equation 

a fiB a;-= ±polfiJI (26) 

where the +(-) sign refers to the inner (outer) ·layer. From Eqs. (25) and (26) it 

follows that the field fiB has to vanish at some penetration depth p 

p ~ ~-&o(Jc- 1Dc) 
(27) 

In the wire beyond the penetration depth p, the quantities fiB and l:l.J are zero. 

This means that the magnetic field and the current density there have their DC 

values, i.e. the ones they had before the current pulse . 

. In this section we will neglect the resistive current density in the matrix ma

terial and assume the current density in the superconductor turned normal to be 

the critical current lc. Computations can be carried out quite accurately under the· 

assumption, provided that the estimation of l:l.Hin• as a function of 9w is accurate 

enough or negligible. Unfortunately, these computations will have to be corrected 

later for the currents generated in the wire matrix material (see Section 8). But 

the study of the case without resistive currents will permit us to describe the phe

nomenon qualitatively. 

When resistive currents are neglected, the spatial distributions of fiJ and l:l.B 

are as shown on Figs. 4a and 4b. 

l:l.J = lc - JDc in the penetration depth (28) 

(29) 

. P _u u 
l:l.I = Aw -l:l.J = -pfiJ = -. -l:l.Bins 

a n n#lo 
(.30) 

Inside the wire, the electric field is essentially in the azimuthal direction and its 

azimuthal component E satisfies 

afiB aE 
at ar 

(31) --=--

10 
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In the insulator, Eq. (31) does not apply because of the difference of potential . 

-between the two layers generates a radial component of the electric field. In the 

wire beyond the penetration depth, the electric field is zero. Within the penetration 

depth, its azimuthal component E at a point at radius r depends on the distance 

8r of that point to the penetration depth . 

d ( 8r
2

) lEI=-· JJoll.J-· -
dt 2 

{32} 

The shape of E versus r is shown in Fig. 4c. The electric field will make the 

current density in the penetration depth to deposit heat. That heat is assumed to 

raise the temperature of the wire uniformly and, as described in Section 4, con

tributes to the heating of the insulator. Per unit of volume of the wire, the rate of 

heat deposition Q is 

· 1/ JJO d[ 3] Q = ~ (JDc + ll.J)Edr = 6a Jc dt ll.Jp (33) 

Defining Cp as ,the wire specific heat per unit of weight, "' the density and 9w 

the wire temperature. 

{34) 

where 
d[~H;n.(ew )J 

(e ) dew 
rins w = r ( )] d ~Hew_ (35) 

dew 

Equating Eqs. {33) and (34), we get 

(36) 

which can be integrated over time using an ad-hoc thermo dynamical function 

lo
e "fC ( et) 

G(9) = . P (1 + rins(9t)Jd9t 
o JJoJc(9t) 

(37) 

6.Jp3 
~ = G(ew) - G(9o) = ll.G(9w) · (38) 
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where 9o is the temperature of the wire before the current pulse. From Eq. (38) we 

can derive the penetration depth that has to be reached to get to a given temperature 

ew. 

P = [6a{G(ew)- G(9o)}] 
1

/
3 = [6a~G] 11

3 

Jc(ew)- JDc ~J 
(39) 

Using Eqs. (29) and (30) we get the intensity of field in the insulator and the current 

that have to be generated to get the temperature 9w 

[ 
2 ] 1/3 [ 2 ] 1/3 ~Bin• = Jlo 6a{Jc(9w)- JDc} {G(9w)- G(9o)} = Jlo 6a~J ~G 

(40) 

(41) 

6 The magnetic energy without resistive currents 

Beyond the penetration depth, in either layer, the electric field is zero. There is 

a voltage difference between points beyond the penetration depth in the outer layer 

and other points beyond the penetration depth in the inner layer at the same azimuth 

and axial position. The voltage is associated to magnetic induction phenomena in 

between. The voltage difference is equal to the time derivative of the magnetic flux 

cP in that continuous circuit formed by the part of the wire where the electric and 

magnetic fields are zero. Fromthe shape of the magnetic field shown on the _Fig. 

4b, one sees that the pulsed component ~cP of ¢, 

(42) 

where ain• is the thickness of the insulator between the two layers. 

The voltage Vcap across the capacitor is related to ~cP 

(43) 

The current pulse ~I is also the current supplied between the points of connec

tion to the capacitor. Therefore, there is an energy Wtot delivered to the circuit 

12 
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·dWc0 c 
dt 

-
2:~l~Binstt [~Bins (ains +p)] = 

- 2:~l{:t [~Blnl (o~., + ~)] + l t.B:n• :t (~Bin•P2)} 

From Eqs. (39), (40) and (37), we derive the expression 

~.i.(~B· p2) p dt IRS 6Jl5a~J :t [~G] = 

6JloaiCp [1 + rans(ew )] d~r' - JloJnc 1t (~BinsP2) 

We can integrate Eq. (44) using the total wire enthalpy change ~H 

~H(9) = 411" RP..a1 few Cp(e)de 
lao 

and the heat communicated to the insulator 

We define 

H( ) . AH Rn ~Bins ains P) Jnc B 2 
[ z ( l Wtot = ~ 9w + u ins + 211" ~ ----;;- -

2
- + 3 - -3-~ insP 

(44) 

(45) 

{46) 

(47) 

(48) 

On the fight hand side of Eq. (48) the terms ~H(ew) + ~Hins are the thermal 

energy deposited in the wire and the insulator respectively. Therefore the rest of 

the right hand side expresses the magnetic energy that the system has when the 

wire has reached the. temperature 8w. Therefore 

Wmog(8w) 211" RP.. [ t.!!n• (0 i:t + ~) -lJnc~BinsP2] = 

2Jlo11"Rf.. [(6a~J2~G)2f3 o~, + 2a(~J- Jnc)~G] = 

L [
1 Oinr+~P AJ2 1 p2 

[ A[] 
cop 2 Oinr+o u - 3 o(o;n,+o) DCU ·. 

(49) 

The same formulae can be obtained making a strict magnetic energy calcuhttion, 

including the change of magnetic field in intensity and shape inside of the wire and 

the energy ( = -~¢>Inc) taken by the large irreducible inductance of Fig. 2. How

ever we would not have obtained the time dependent equations that could give us a 

complete description of the time dependence of the current in an exact calculation. 

13 



It is remarkable that the energy W mag is strictly a function of ew regardless of 

the shape and duratibn of the current pulse supplied at the points of connections 

to the capacitor, as long as the resistive currents are negligible. It is a property of 

superconducting wires. That expression of W mag represents the minimum magnetic 

energy we have to cope with even if the current pulse is very long. 

7 The evolution of the pulse 

The energy Wtot is taken out of the capacitor energy, as long as there is still 

energy left in it. Defining VcapO as the initial voltage on the capacitor 

At the beginning of the current pulse, the wire temperature ew rises. Therefore 

.6.H(9w), .6.Hins(9w) and Wmag start at an initial value zero and rise too. There-

' fore the capacitor energy will decrease continously till the capacitor voltage Vcap is 

zero. As the wire temperature rises, Jc and .6.J will decrease from their non zero 

initial value but .6.! and 6.Bins will rise from zero because, in the beginning, the 

penetration p rises faster than .6.J decreases. Eventually, if there is enough energy 

in the capacitor, the penetration depth p will reach the full wire thickness a. Then, 

if we can still neglect the resistive currents, the current density is uniform and equal 

to Jc ( 9w), the expressions of the current .6.! and of the magnetic energy W mag are 

2at 
.6.1= (Jc(ew)- JDc)- = Ic(ew)- IDe 

n 
(51) 

21r Rl [ABfn, (~ + g) - a~ JDc.6.B. · ] 
l'o 2 3 3 ms 

[
1 a;a,+ia · 2 1 a ] 

Leap 2 a· +a .6.! - 3 a· +a lDc.6.I •n• •n• 

(52) 

As the temperature .6.9w rises some more1 the critical current density Jc(ew) 

continues to decrease and reaches the value J DC eventually. The superconducting 

component .6.! of the current and the corresponding magnetic energy W mag decrease 

continuously after p = a and eventually become zero. Therefore, W mag has a max

imum as a function of ew between the initial value eo and the critical value ec. 
The maximum occurs before or at the time the penetration depth reaches the wire 

14 
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full thickness a. Depending on the relative importance of D..H + D..Hins and Wmag, 

there will be a maximum of Wtot = D..H + !:J..Hins + W mag as a function of Bw ot 

there will not be. If there is one maximum for Wt 0t, before the penetration depth p 

reaches the thickness a there will be a fast jump of p to the value a with a transition 

of the temperature Bw to a higher value and with conversion of magnetic energy 

· into heat. That phenomenon, analogous to the known phenomenon of flux jump [2], 

is slowed down by the resistive currents which we have neglected so far. 

When determining the initial voltage VeapO needed on the capacitor, one has 

to take into account the possibility that the function Wtot may have a: maximum 

before Bw =Be and that this maximum may be higher than the final value of Wtot 

for Bw =Be. For Bo < Bw < 8e, Wmag(8w) has to be calculated to compute. 

Wtot ( 8w). Wtot ( 8w) has to be plotted for these values of 8w to determine the 

maximum Wtot mai, which may occur at 8w = Be or before then. To insure that 
I ' . 

the process does not stop before completion, one requires that the energy stored on 

the capacitor exceeds all energies Wtot(8w) for all 8w < 8e 

Wtot(8w) for: all Bw ~ 8e (53) 

Therefore, 

(54) 

8 Corrections for resistive currents 

The correction for resistive currents cannot be computed simply and accurately 

at the same time. We will use a grossly approximated expression. Therefore we feel 

justified in simplifying also the expressions of W mag. Whether or not the penetration 

depth is less than the thickness a, we will use 

(55) 

As can be seen by comparing this equation to more accurate expressions of W mag, 

this simplification leads to greater overestimation of the voltage VeapO to be stored 

on the capacitor. 
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Furthermore, to provide the possibility to turn the superconducting switch nor

mal for all the values of the positive DC currents IDe, we will give expressions of 

W mag and therefore VcapO corresponding to the most constraining case. If the circuit 

has to be operated with currents IDe of both polarities, one can always reverse the 

polarity of the capacitor connections to the circuit when the DC current is reversed. 

Allowing for this possibility, our condition of IDe positive does not restrict the range 

of applications. The, most constraining case is IDe = d because it makes change in 

current ~I maximum and also because the temperature at which Ic(8) equal IDe 

is the maximum. 

P(ew) = [6a~G(ew )] I/3 

. Jc(ew) 

If P < a, the penetration depth pis equal to P(ew) 

. 2£ 
~I= Jc(ew )P-

n 

If P > a, the penetration depth p is equal to a 

2t 
~I= Jc(ew )a

n 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

So far we have considered only the supercurrent I carried by the superconductor. 

This assumption is good in the beginning of the pulse because the electric field 

E rises continously as a function of time from its initial value zero. However, it 

cannot be good at the end because the supercurrent must eventually decrease as 

the critical current density Jc approaches zero. Above its critical current density, 

the superconductor carries some resistive current but the matrix material carries 

most of the resistive current wherever the electric field E is not zero. Let Pw be 

the wire effective resistivity corresponding to the superconductor turned normal and 

the matrix material in parallel. Within the penetration depth p, the total current 

density Jtot and the superconductor critical current density Jc are approximately 

related to one another by the equation 

. E 
Jtot ~ Jc + -.

PW 

The total current Itot and the supercurrent I satisfy 
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' 
Let's define 

2£ 
[::1:::. -pJc 

n 

2ll 2t I Itot = - Jdr = I+ --· Edr 
n npw 

0 

I npw 
{3 = Edr = U(Itot- I) 

The rate of heat deposition per unit of volume and second is 

. 1 I lc I 1 I 2 Q =- ltotEdr =- Edr+ -- E dr 
a a . pwa 

Using Schwartz inequality 

I E 2d (f Edr)2 - p2 
. r > J dr - p 

· lc/3 . /32 n 2pw n 2pw 
Q > - + -- = -

4
n2 Itot(Itot- I)~ 

4
JJ2 2 Itot(Itat- I) 

a pw ap ~ pa · c.. a 

(60) 

J61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

That heat deposited Q is the heat that is supposed to increase the temperature 

of the wire to the critical temperature E>c, communicating the heat A.H to the wire 

and A.Hins to the insulator. In order to accomplish that in a time A.t, we need 

electric field, thus resistive current. However we do not need more current than the 

limit given by 

A.H + A.Hins _ 4 Rn Q. · 1rn
2 
Rpw (!2 _ r I) 

A.t - 1r ~a > £a tot 1 tot (66) 

Let's define Rw as the total resistance of the wire if it is turned normal. 

(67) 

We overestimate the current Itot 1 therefore the corresponding magnetic energy 

by assuming that Itot satisfies 

12 _ I I _ A.H + A.Hins 
tot tot - · RwA.t (68) 
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Let's define IRes as the value taken by Itot in the ranges of temperatures where the 

critical current density Jc, thus the supercurrent I is zero (such as when 8w = 8c 

at the end of the pulse). 

Then, 

tl.H(8c) + tl.Hin.s(8c) 
Rwtl.t 

I 
Itot = 2 + 

After correction for the resistive currents, the total magnetic energy is 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

To make sure this estimate of W mag is conservative, one has to make sure that 

the estimate of the supercurrent lis conservative. We have an estimate of! from Eq. 

(60), which was arrived at neglecting resistive currents. We have now to demonstrate 

that , for a given wire temperature, the real supercurrent is lower than the estimate 

of Eq. (60). 

In Section 5, we considered the heat generated by the supercurrents only as the 

penetration depth p gets larger and larger. If the heat generated by resistive currents 

is added to the effect of the supercurrents, it can only make the temperature 8w 

higher for a given penetration depth, not lower. Equation (36) with tl.J limited 

to the superconducting current density turns into an inequality. Therefore, the 

penetration depth from Eq. (56) is lower for a given 8w if resistive currents are 

taken into account. Therefore the real supercurrent I is smaller than the estimate 

of Eq. (60). Equation (71) is conservative. 

9 Summary 

In order to turn a long piece of superconducting wire normal, one can use the 

discharge of a capacitor into all or part of the superconducting circuit. In ge~eral, 

to make this technique feasible, it is necessary and generally possible to provide a 

path of low inductance for the capacitor current tobe discharged into (See Figs. 1 

and 2). 
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The energy required to be stored on the capacitor depends critically on the time 

6.t, which is the time allotted to the heat deposition during the capacitor discharge. 

Several values of 6.t can be considered arid consequences be drawn in order to help 

make the choice of a value for 6.t . 

The capacitance Ccap of the capacitor should be 

(:6.tf 
Ccap = ...!---'-

Leap 
(72) 

The circuit inay be carrying a large DC current Ivc. If the voltage on the 

capacitor is set to trigger the transition for all values of Ivc, it is sufficient to use a 

voltage that is adequate for a zero DC current and, if necessary, provide a possibility 

to invert the capacitor connections to the circuit when the DC current polarity is 

reversed. 

We define eo and ec as the ambient and the critical temperature of the wire, 

"f the wire density, Cp ( ew) its specific heat as a function of the wire temperature 

ew and a the wire thickness. 

411" Ria"{ I:ow Cp(e)de = 

Volume of wire x "f J:ow Cp(e)de 

6.H(e) 
. (73) 

where R and .£ are parameters relevant to the example described in the preceding 

sections. That example is a two layer superconducting coil made of two layers wound 

noninductively, of radius R, length£, connected as in Fig. 2. 

We define "fins, kins(e) and Cins(e) as the density,the heat conductivity and the 

specific heat of the insulator surrounding the wire as functions of the temperature 

e 

D . . f kins(e) f 
= m,n,mum 0 . c. . ( ) or eo < e < ec 

"tans ms e (74) 

The depth to which heat penetrates the insulator is represented typically by 

V11"D6.t 
< 1J >= ---

2 
(75) 

Check th~t < y > is small enough so that the data used for Gins and kins are 

valid. 
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where Ains is the area of contact between the wire and the insulator 

d[~Hino{0w )] 

(e ) dew 
Tins W = d[~H(ew )] 

d0w 

We define Rw as the resistance of the whole wire turned normal 

~H(ec) + ~Hins(9c) 
Rw~t 

(76) 

(77) 

(78) 

If the connections are as in Fig. 2, a first attempt of an overestimate of the 

energy to be stored on the capacitor is expressed by 

(79) 

This estimate of VcapO will insure efficiency provided ec is the temperature for 

which the maximum energy is required from the system. To be safe, it is necessary 

to consider a few values of wire temperature ew between 9 0 andec. From thevwire 

thickness a and from the wire critical current density Jc ( ew) at the temperature 

ew or from the wire critical current Ic(ew ), we define 

Jc(ew)=~Ie:(ew)= · Ic(ew) 
2al wire crossection 

where n is the number of turns in the example described in this paper. 

1e 1C (81) · 
~G(e) = . P [1 + Tins(91)Jd91 

e0 J.toJc(91) 

P(ew) = [6a~G(ew )] I/3 

Jc(ew) 

If P < a, the penetration depth pis equal to P(ew) 

- 2l p 
I(ew) = Jc(ew )P- = Ic(ew )-

n · a 

If P > a, the penetration depth p is equal to a 

2l 
I(ew) = Jc(9w)a- = Ic(ew) 

. n 

. 20 
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(81) 

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 
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. I 
Itot = 2 + 

For the application sketched on Fig. 2. 

In alLcases 

Wtot(8w) = ~H(ew) + ~Hina(8w) + Wmag(8w) 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

The function Wtot is equal to our previous estimate of the capacitor energy wheri 

8w = 8c. The maximum of the function Wtot(8w) between 8o and 8c is the term 

Wtot maz. If we set 

(88) 

we have a conservative estimate, (overestimate) of the capacitor energy needed. 

10 Generalizations 

There are other ways to build a superconducting switch than the rectangular 

wire, not inductively wound on a two layer coil. For these other applications, the 

important parameters mentioned in the above summary have been given general 

expressions that can be applied to these other cases. Whenever a formula mentions 

n, R, or e that are specific to the example, it is equated to another expression that 

can be used in more general cases. 

If the circuit can be wound and connected as in Fig. 1, the same study can 
. . 

be made as the one described above. Almost all the equations are the same. The 

resistance Rw is the sum of the individual resistances of the two halves of circuit 

shown on Fig. 1. The currents I, IRes and ltot refer to the currents from the 

capacitor circulating in one half of the circuit only. The current ltot is only half 

the current drawn from the capacitor while Leap has been defined as the inductance 

of the whole circuit seen from the capacitor connections. Therefore the magnetic 
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energy for the case shown on Fig. 1 is different. Equations (79) and (86) should be 

replaced by 

(89) 

(9o)· 

In a circuit as in Fig. 1, the capacitor current runs in the same direction as the 

DC current for one half of the circuit and in opposite direction for the other half. 

The rules described in the above summary will insure enough energy on the capacitor 

to turn normal the half circuit where the currents run in the same direction. There 

might not be enough energy to turn the other one normal. After the current pulse, 

· this other one. may be left at a temperature larger than the ambient temperature 

eo but less than the critical temperature 9c. This may be no problem because the 

resistance of a half of the circuit may turn off the DC current quickly enough for the 

actual application. Moreover, the state of quench induced in one half of the circuit 

will generate heat that; if the insulator is thin enough, will soon be communicated 

to the other half and complete the job of bringing it to normality. This phenomenon 

is analogous to the phenomenon of quench back [3],[4]. 

The calculations made in this paper are hot meant to be accurate. For the sake 

of simplicity, they rely on approximations that have been made in a conservative 

direction, i.e. in a direction that makes us overestimate the voltage needed on the 

capacitor. When the system is tested, one may very well find that much less voltage 

is sufficient to make the technique effective. Therefore the calculations above contain 

already a safety factor that is hard to estimate but that may be large. 
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